Kurt Atterberg (1887–1974)

Orchestral Works, Volume 4

1-3 *Symphony No. 3, Op. 10 ‘Västkustbilder’* (1914–16) 36:23
in D major • in D-Dur • en ré majeur
(West Coast Pictures)

*premiere recording*

4 - 6 **Three Nocturnes, Op. 35bis** (1929–32) 17:15
from the Music of the Opera *Fanal*, Op. 35

*premiere recording*

7 *Vittorioso, Op. 58* (1962) 8:22

Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra
(The National Orchestra of Sweden)
Christer Thorvaldsson* • Sara Trobäck Hesselink†
Per Enoksson† leaders
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